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Heroism is tied to it’s self discovery.

IN MY WAY

MUNZIRA YANJYE

Zine as  outcomes of pilot workshops on; 26th July/2022,

ended on 28th July/2022. The venue for the workshops was 

the YEGO center at Rwamagana.



Yes!  we can be 
the heroes 

Yes!  we can be
 the heroes 

 (I) I can be a hero. 

(II)  I can be a hero. 

(III)

Share with 

others
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 young people’s thoughts 
through arts. 

We enjoyed a lot

 of creative games

Yes!  we can be the heroes 



we are able of making 

our society happy and safe place to live  

dackness and loneliness

Love



 The young people take aware 

We are going to share all the creative games 

to our friend at school and communities. 

It is better to study heroism but best to act 

( I like this methodology )

Keep trying and peer the future Listen to the messaging songs like;

Rugamba’s songs, Masabo nyangezi …..
Respect our parents

Heroism is the Journey, let’s go!

No lives has no problem/Obstacles but be strong, 

cause to win the problem is heroism it’s self

Games and activities are the most powerful 

To their development 



OUR OBSErVATION 

WE GOT  CHALLENGES ;

Messaging young people through games it’s not easy to get message in the game, 

it just requires long time for them to think of the activities

Young people should forget what they are thought; (we wish to keep these activities going on.)

Uzabintwari actvities are very important in life of youth and country at large

Young people need to meet and play together because it hinders the worse engagement, and forget their home problems,

The sector leaders liked these activities and the ways of arts and theater that shows how skilled young people are! 

But sometimes they lose the initiators to help and keep youth. young people are leaders and courageous to do everything, 

it very important to let them and give them a space to express their thought mostly through arts and dialogues 

to share their thought to the police makers and parents  

 

Limited budget for short time used

Uzabintwari managed to cover the cost of the other addition young people 

who were not on the budget and wanted to join.


